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see how the latest modeling technology helps to validate and optimize the
model. furthermore, pipesim offers the ability to simulate complex multiphase
fluids, including wet gas and oil, and it can be used to simulate the production

and flow of these resources, as well as oil-gas and water-oil mixtures.
severneftegaz was recognized as the platinum winner of schlumberger pipesim

2011 12. the platinum winner is chosen among all the participants of the
simulation competition, with the requirements of maximizing maximum well

productivity and establishing new technological achievements in collaboration
with big oil companies. the platinum winner may be awarded with cash prizes,
visas, and other opportunities. pipesim provides a framework for modeling the
flow of fluids in the world. the framework consists of a set of well established

modeling techniques and their implementation in a model development
environment to facilitate a systematic approach to the development of a well-

defined simulation project. with the pipesim modeling tools, users can
construct models of multi-phase systems (gas, oil, and brines) and predict the
behavior of the associated processes and components as well as the flow of

fluids through a well-defined network. systems are simulated using well-
established steady-state and transient flow analysis techniques. for the

production system, model developers can predict the performance of facilities
and associated systems and calculate the production performance of related
wells. the pipesim platform provides an integrated environment for modeling

fluid flow in oil and gas production systems for reservoir, wells, wells and
pipelines, and surface facilities. the pipesim platform includes the following
tools: the pipesim simulation engine, the pipesim preprocessor, the pipesim

simulator, and the pipesim flow assurance workflow.
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see how the latest modeling technology helps to validate and optimize the model.
furthermore, pipesim offers the ability to simulate complex multiphase fluids, including

wet gas and oil, and it can be used to simulate the production and flow of these
resources, as well as oil-gas and water-oil mixtures. severneftegaz was recognized as the
platinum winner of schlumberger pipesim 2011 12. the platinum winner is chosen among

all the participants of the simulation competition, with the requirements of maximizing
maximum well productivity and establishing new technological achievements in

collaboration with big oil companies. the platinum winner may be awarded with cash
prizes, visas, and other opportunities. pipesim provides a framework for modeling the
flow of fluids in the world. the framework consists of a set of well established modeling

techniques and their implementation in a model development environment to facilitate a
systematic approach to the development of a well-defined simulation project. with the

pipesim modeling tools, users can construct models of multi-phase systems (gas, oil, and
brines) and predict the behavior of the associated processes and components as well as

the flow of fluids through a well-defined network. systems are simulated using well-
established steady-state and transient flow analysis techniques. for the production
system, model developers can predict the performance of facilities and associated

systems and calculate the production performance of related wells. the pipesim platform
provides an integrated environment for modeling fluid flow in oil and gas production
systems for reservoir, wells, wells and pipelines, and surface facilities. the pipesim
platform includes the following tools: the pipesim simulation engine, the pipesim
preprocessor, the pipesim simulator, and the pipesim flow assurance workflow.
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